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Today´s contradictions

Synergies for the transformation towards the 
autonomous vehicle eco-system
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ECSEL / KDT European funded projects in the ECO system of mobility, infrastructure & energy

Quantum encryption
Quantum sensor
Quantum computing
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Software 
defined 
systems

Advanced 
Hardware

Where 
to go?

• Products and services become more human centric
• Ethical behavior from human Machine interaction
• Stack oriented Design and adaption make them affordable and flexible to build



Entanglement // Verschränkung

A-IQ Ready

Quantum 
correlations and 
advantages



AI-READY: enabling different application through quantum sensor technology (1/4)

Quantum-sensors 
highest precision & sensitivity for multi-physical 

characterisation to optimize systems on the edge 

The proposal is to connect SC3, SC4 and SC6 by leveraging on the quantum sensor technology.

In fact the same QS technology will be integrated into different processing platforms thus enabling different
applications in different SCs

SC3

SC4

SC6

Development of the
QS, HW interface and
toolbox

FAU,
EDI,
I&M

QS for detection 
of magnetic field 
orientation on 
UGV

VIF, MUL, 
FAU, AIT, 
OTH, EDI 
I&M, 
UNIMORE

E-motor equipped 
with the quantum 
flux sensor

MBAG, 
HSO, AVL, 
BUT, I&M, 
UNIMORE



Quantum sensing
Quantum sensing makes use of the unique and counter-intuitive 
properties of matter and light when it is governed by quantum 
physics, such as quantization of energy levels, particle-wave 
duality, coherent superposition, and entanglement, to make 
precision sensors and measurements.

Applications of quantum sensors 
range from medicine to navigation, security, materials science, 
and even astrophysics.

Primary challenges 
in quantum sensing is to protect the quantum system that is 
being used as a measurement device from the deleterious effects 
of interacting with its surrounding environment, while remaining 
sensitive to the target signal. 

Quantum sensing research spans 
from Chemistry, Physics, and Engineering science



CMOS digital 

WBG( Diamond, SiC) technology

Integration of 5 Foundation layer (SRIA 1.1 – 1.3)

More out top technologies 

Analog technology 

Photonics

Diamond

Fiber: Green Light input

Lense/optical concentrator

Resonator
2,83GHz

520 nm

650 -780 nm

Photonics

Fiber: Red Light output

Analog
MW-source, MW-amplifier
IQ-mixer, Photodetector
Lock-in amplifier, ADCs/DACs

CMOS Digital
Hardware control and timing
Signal processing
User interface

WBG

First ever made integrated Q sensor magnetic field

SiC , GaN ->  High innovation 

mmWave sensor 

Use the strength of Europe's semiconductor technologies

Semiconductor content -> 
new semiconductor are the key to the new world

Example: Real-time torque sensing allows to monitor true 
power transfer, which is crucial for drive control systems, 
especially in terms of efficiency and safety improvement

Current limitations:
Robustness against electromagnetic interferences, 
vibrations and limited installation space. 

New:
New concept for torque measurement using tunable 
millimeter-wave metamaterials together with a continuous 
wave radar chip as read out. 

Integration

Photo diode

Laser diode

Figure 5 x0.9

More than Moore -> functionality 



Enjoy the way to a sustainable world 
build by trust and collaboration. 

We owe it to the planet
Helmut List

www.av l . com
info@avl.com

HANS-LIST-PLATZ 1, 8010 GRAZ
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